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COURAGEOUS STUDENTS WIN REVOLT
Noted Musicia11s To Perform
At Xavier Fi11e Arts Co1icert
Roy Acuff and his Smoky Mountain Boys will provide
one of the artistic highlights of the year next Saturday, Mar.
91, when they present a special vocal and instrumental concert of chamber music at Xavier under the auspices of the
Xavier Fine Arts Committee, Mr. Frank M. Inserni, director,
announced tomorrow.
The program will get under way
at 8: 30 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Room. Mr. Acuff and his string
quartet will first render Debussey's "La Suite Bergamasque."
Next he will sing a much-requested classical number, "Keep
Dose Cotton-Picken' Hands Off
Dat Gal of Mine." After intermission Mr. Acuff will be featured
in a steel guitar solo of Tchaikovsky's "Romeo and Juliet E'antasy." Following this he will sing
a well known aria, "The Quartet
From Rigoletto." The session will
be concluded with the entire ensemble's p 1 a y i n g of "Freight
Train Boogie." Mr. Nelson King,
opera critic of station WCKY,
will introduce the selections.
Agriculture major Herc Ruther and Jim Hoogan, graduate fellow in the bullology department,
have announced the schedule of
coming concerts. On Apr. 88 noted

X Colonel Extolls
Oklabo111a Scenery
The charm and allure of Southern Oklahoma was described by
Colonel G. I. Bullslinger, head of
the Xavier department of Military Science and Tactics, at a
cocktail party given to mark the
approaching opening of the camping season at beautiful Fort Sill
in the scenic hills of the Old
West. The colonel stressed that
there are ample recreational facilities for all, and that free camp
uniforms willbe issued to every
camper.
Fort Sill, the colonel said, offers
instruction u n d er sympathetic
counselors in woodburning, nature lore, swimming, badmitton

Safe For Fund Drive
Arrives On X Ca1npus

·
symphony con du c tor Sammy
Kaye will speak on "The Philsophy of the Music of Shep
Fields." Other artists lined up
for appearance before the Fine
Arts group include Red Foley,
Count Basie, Ernest Tubb, Johnny Ray, Cab Calloway and Ramblin' Jimmy Dolan.

Regardez ! Attente !
Achtung ! Hey ·You!
Reallers, especially students
who have been up all night studying, are advised to read this
11aper sitting down. So too, faculty members suffering from ulcerated stomachs should be
11repared for the worst. Let all
members of our happy little Xavier family note well the dateline.
Editor's Note: All faculty complaints and resignations should be
forwarded directly to the Dean's
Office inasmuch as the members
of the News staff, since they have
not as yet reached the age of reason, are not responsible for what
they print.
and all the other features of the
modern summer camp. Several
overnight hikes and weenie
roasts are also included on the
program. Fort Sill boasts the finest cuisine served on sparkling
white Irish linen table cloths by
courteous, well-trained waiters.
At the end of the season beanies are to be awarded to the
most outstanding campers. Application blanks for this paradise
of rest and relaxation may be
obtained from any member of the
Military department.

By Bernarcl L. Marlin

As a tribute to the students
who produced the popular
Xavier Presents series in the
past, last week's production
was written and presented by
members of the university faculty. Genial master of ceremonies
of the show was Rev. Joseph J.
Peters, S. J., who also did his
impersonation of a German waiter
at Mecklenburg's beer garden.
The hour-long festivities were
opened with a humorous dialogue
by those two masters of wit and
repartee, Bill and Gil, "The Happy Philosphers" otherwise known
as Gilbert Lozier and William
Sauter.
Next followed feats of juggling
of figures by the Alka-Selzers, a
duo composed of two members of
the Accounting department. Viewers were treated to thrills and
chills when Karl Burlage, "King
of the Highwire and Trapeeze,"

.
~

did a double somersault from his
lofty perch through a flaming
hoop held by Paul Sullivan, who
was balancing on top of a fifteen
foot stack of goochtraps.
The spotlight next fell on dapper Edmond Labelle, singer extrao1·dinary of Fr en c h songs.
Dressed in a green striped suit
and sporting straw hat and cane,
Labelle rendered a ·medley entitled "Chansons de Paris.'' He
was immediately succeeded by
dashing Chico Inserni, who for
13% minutes fought a ferocious
bull selected from the stock of
the philosophy d e p a r t me. n t.
Amusement for'the children was
provided by Rev. Frederick N.
Miller, S. J., who donned the
greasepaint and costume of the
circus clown. Miller convulsed
kiddies with laughter by allowing
himself to be hit in the face with
a twelve pound beef liver wielded
by Louie Feldhouse, former anchor man on the Rabbit Hash
tiddledy-winks team.
Another foreign note was in·

In a startling coup d'etat the
members of student council
took over complete control of
Xavier University yesterday.
The revolution began when
Jim Sprawl read Fr. O'Connor's
veto of the council's proposal to
begin Xmas vacation next year
on Sept. 15. In an impassioned
plea Jack Wafers roused the other members to take matters into
their own hands which they
promply did.
Heading first toward the bursar's office, they held Miss Margaret Murnahan at bay with a
loaded fire extinguisher while
Pill Charles rifled the safe of
its con ten ts, $5,000,000.000.27
which were the proceeds from the
Mardi Grass dance and the Fun
Drive.
After this little sortie, the
councileers quickly stormed
Hinkle Hall, on the way spraying
the faculty room in the Library
Building with hydochloric acid.
Regretfully, only a few faculty
members were there at the time,
the rest being on the athletic
field doing ·push-ups.
Meanwhile the Battle of Hinkle
Stall had begun. Frs. Fetherington and Burlap were impassable
bulwarks until Whack Gallagher
roused the rabble
South Hall
to action. Aided by these reinforcements the counseleers quickly subdued the defending forces.
With the Citadel of Tyranny
now in their hands the rodents
split into two groups, one invading Albers Hall market and
the other attacking the lair of
Fr. Miller, North Hall.
The former was easily captured, although Fr. MacGuire and
Messers. Wonder Bar and Hock(Continued on Page 3)

in

Plans for the spring fund drive for the erection of Croakin' Hall
on the downtown Xavier Campus have reached their full fruition with
the arrival of the National Cash Register Safe which will hold the
confiscated fund money. Dr. C. Glynn Frazer, leader of the Inquisition which has been set up to deal with those who refuse too pay their
bills, commented: "Lovely, just lovely."
The spring plans call for all who have ever set foot on the Xavier
campus to forfeit 50 per cent of their eamings the first year and 75
per cent after that for a period of 50 years. "That way," Dr. Kaiser
said, "we will soon be in a position to begin preliminary planning.''

X-Presents Goes NBC; Profs On WCPU-TV
Faculty Replete With Wit
Ancl Vaucleville Routines

Dean's Veto Preci11itates
Overdue Council Action

traduced by Yodelin' Will Heatherington and his Swiss Bell. Fr.
Hetherington p e r f o r m e d The
Flight of the Bumble Bee on his
bells.
The jolly Tyrol was attired in
the traditional Swiss short pants,
blouse, wescot and Alpine hat.
The pages of the music for this
number were turned by Oom
Paul Harkins, candidate for the
degree of Doctor of Dead Languages at the Cincinnati College
of Embalming. Fritz Seeman, instigator in German; did der ventroloquist act yet :mit der leetle
Cherman dummy, Herr Brush.
The guest stars . of the evening
were members of · the "Delta"
Downbeat Dixielanders, a strictly-from-New Orleans aggregation under the baton of Maestro
Harvey "Hot Lips" Dube, ragtime coronet virtuoso.
The p1·ogram closed with a
mess rendition of Yes We Have
No Banannas by the entire faculty. Viewers agreed that the show
was the most unusual of the year.

McComicsky Big Star
On New Network Show
By Boob FilzJJfllrick
Beginning Tuesday, April 1,
1952, the Xavier Presents television program will move to
NBC and will be broadcast
coast-to-coast over the facilities of that network. (The program may be viewed locally at
8 p.m. on WLW-T).
Mr. Tom Tully, former emcee
of the show and now 63rd vicepresident of NBC in charge of
public relations, made the following statement concerning the
change. "When Bishop She en
went on the DuMont Network,
Milton Berle's hooper rating dropped so low that we were forced
to take drastic action. It seems
that variety shows are a thing
of the past. People today want
humorous sermons. Accordingly
the new Xavier Presents will feature thirty minutes of humorous
remarks by the Rev. James V.
McCummiskey, S. J., noted whit

Notecl Psychologist
To Join XU Faculty
Dr. Albert Z. Wiggam, D. Orth.,
has signed his Xavier contract
and will join the Xavier faculty
as lecturer in psychology beginning with the fall semester, Dr.
Ignatius Hashmall, head of the
Psycic Department at Xavier, announced this week. Dr. Wiggam,
world renowned lecturer whose
column "Let's Explore Your Stupidity" appears biannually in the
local mourning paper, is scheduled to teach a course entitled
"The Psychology of Getting Accepted.' Dr. Hashmall rec ommended the course highly for
those who exhibit a tendency toward insanity.
Dr. Wiggam was awarded his
Doctor of Orthopedics d e gr e e
"Cum Louse" at the University of
Lower Iowa. "Even at that time
I wanted to get accepted," he
said.
and former college professor.
While at Xavier Father McCummiskey taught ET (Entertainment) 131 sometimes known as
Pl 131.
"We feel certain," Tully concluded, "that substituting Fr.
McCummiskey for Mr. Berle and
running him opposite Bishop
Sheen will regain for NBC the
highest Tuesday night Hooper." •
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«Education Marches On»
The time has come for American colleges and universities
.I to stop trying to fool people with a lot of senseless tradition. Modern, progressive civilization has made obsolete
many of the practices to which all the schools still cling. Perhaps the best place for this modernization to begin is with the
degrees whicli the colleges grant.
Most colleges have been very wise in changing their programs of stupies to progressive and useful courses, but at
graduation they still hand out that useless scrap of paper
called a degree. What makes it even worse is the fact that
many of the degrees are written in Latin, a language so impractical that many progressive universities have dropped
the study of it from their important curriculums.
Since the true purpose of going to college .is not that
worthless nothing which the reactionaries in education call
"a way of life,"but to learn how to get a good job and to make
a lot of money, the present outmoded procedure of granting
degrees should he abandoned. Instead we propose that the
graduate should receive something practical, a cash register
· for example. The idea of receiving the present degree is not
at all in the spirit of the modern collegiate set up and just
as nonsensical as taking courses in such impractical subjects
as philosophy, literature and history.
Our colleges have been a great influence in making
America the most cultured nation in the world, the country
with more automobiles, more television sets, more bathtubs
than any other. Let's not let any vestige of old fashioned,
useless education remain. Our vote is for the cash register!

cc

Welcome To Doc Wiggam»

avier University has indeed takeri a step into the future
X
with the addition of Dr. Albert Z. Wiggam, D. Orth., to
the faculty. In this man, whether they know it or not (and
they probably don't) they have an individual who has taken
it upon himself to formulate the philosophy of the present
day. He himself has fittingly called his system "Progressive
Stupidity."
Indeed this "monarch of all surveys" can take credit for
the fact that he and men who disseminate his and kindred
systems are perceptibly leading the United States up to a
plateau never before trod by humankind. This plateau of
undreamed-of excellence they fondly term "Enlighted Barbarism," or "Utopia through Eugenics and Universal Birth
Control."
To the good Doctor Wiggam, therefore, the News sends
greetings and an assurance that at Xavier he will be welcomed with open ''arms."

Cordes Relates Similarities· Between
Nebraska And A Hole In The· Ground
.
By Maur:ice Mooron
"Life in God's Country" or "Why No One Visits Nebraska" was the theme of an unprecedented seven hour lecture by
Mr. Fred Alcordes, the only Nebraskan to survive more than
a month in civilization. (Ed. n9te: Mr. Alcordes is more affectionately known to the Xaxier student body by the alias
Of Al Cordes).
Alcordes began the talk by explaining that Nebraska is called
God's country because no one else
has ever laid claim to it and besides "He made it, didn't he?" He
then attempted to enumerate the
many advantages enjoyed by
those dwelling in the'·' Great
Plains state. After two minutes
of profound silence Alcordes went
on to explain why two major
railroads spent a combined total
of ten million dollars just to
avoid crossing Nebraska. Closing
the lecture with several digressions about baseball, the cultural
institutions of Omaha, and why
Nabraska U. w a s n't selected
among the top ten football powers in the U. S.,.the noted speak-

•
er left the stage amid a standing
round of jeers.
The News was privileged to obtain an exclusive interview with
Mr. Alcatraz after the lecture in
which he favored the ill-starred
reporter with his views on domestic and world conditions and
the possibility of Notre Dame's
using the R formation in 1982.
When pressed for a statement as
to what earthly good Nebraska
served, A 1 c o r d e s commented,
"Nebraska is the only known
source of a substance (?) used
in every reputable metaphysics
lab in the nation-nothing. As a
matter of fact," he went on to
say," we have more square miles
of nothing than anything els-;."

Retro Spex

Beyond
The x. ·_ Horizon

By Harry Spaeth

Apr. 1st is famous for another
event in Xavier history besides
the bitter satire contained in this
iss.ue of The News, which we sadly fear will be the last Apr. 1st
issue for a long time to come.
The other event, with which
we are here concerned, took place
on Apr. 1, 1919, ·and is considered by the local populace to be
the most ·infamous riot ever to
occur within the confines of this
hallowed city.
The scene of the premeditated
attack was Xavier University and
the defending force was the X
.student body, while the offensive
mob was composed completely of
sweet young things from OLC
and Mt. St. Joe.
The cause of the riot was the
rampant feminism (The idiotic
theory that the female gender of
homo sapiens is superior to its
male counterpart in everything.)
which pervaded the U. S. during
1910-20.
It so happened that on the day
the riot occurred, the Shrine Circus, which was in town at the
time, held a special 'Ladies' Day
show which was attended en
masse by the students of the
local female institutions.
This particular circus featured
a bearded lady, who filled the
hearts of the young women with
jealousy, inasmuch as she was
the proud possessor of what-in
their eyes-was proof of their inferiority, namely-a beard.
As a result, the coeds became
inspired with dreams of grandeur
(commonly called Megalomania)
and immediately decided to prove
the superiority' of women once
and for all by marching on the
sole remaining stronghold in Cincinnati to which women were denied admission. This place was
(and still is) Xavier University.
The girls were given hatchets
with which to wreak destruction
by members of the WCTU and
other allied organizations who, at
that time, were busily engaged in
going about chopping up saloons.·
Thus armed, the infuriated mob
headed out along Victory Parkway in the direction of the Evanston campus and the students
thereon. (The X students, un1 i k e female college students,
didn't play hookey fqr such a
nebulous reason as attending a
circus.)
The X students, having been
caught completely unaware by
the mob's advance, realized the
futility of trying to cope with a
maddened mob of females, and
prepared themselves for t h e
worst.
However, one bright young lad,
Semper Paratus, had the pres-

By Jim Gilligan

There seems to have been quite a stink raised: down at
.old P. U. last week when the faculty advisory committee met
to discuss the student council's proposal to install a beer-tap
in the library. According to prof. I. M. Dunghead, chairman
of the school's classical African language Department, "I'm
agin' it." However, the subversive
element of the committee, led by
head ping-pong co a ch Harry
Truman, claimed that it might
lift the school's spirit if the students could go in and get high.
"Besides, I get a . little thirsty
m'self sometimes and I think a
beer-tap in the library would be
just the thing." Other old souses
on the committee agreed, but the
measure was voted down on the
grounds that the school was located in a dry county. "Lotta
damn Republican leglislation anyway," commented Harry.

Peek Of Week
Tuesday, Apr. 1
Pilosophy Club, Fourth Floor
of Logan Hall, 3 a.m.
Sailing Club, Bottom of the O·
hio River, 12 p.m.
Wednesday, Apr. 1
Psychology Club, In-Patients
Ward of Longview, All Day
and Night too
NFCCS, Zimmie's Nite Club,
2:30 a.m.

Thursday, Apr. 1
Convocation on Leprosy, Field·
house, 7 a.m.
Friday, Apr. 1
Holiday in Honor of the Uni·
versity of Cincinnati
Saturday, Apr. 1
Student Council Elections To
Send An Ambassador To E·
thiopia, S.H., All Day
Sunday, Apr. 1
Masque Society,Kern Aylward's
10 a.m.
Poland Pillopedian Sossfety,
Norwood City Dump,<l p.m.
Monday, Apr. 1
.
Proctor's Meeting, Basement of
Science Hall, 1 a.m.
ence of mind to· constuct a huge
sign over the driveway which announced a bargain sale in Shillito's basemant. Whereupon the
females, having been hit with a
weapon against which they had
no defense, scurried off in the diection of downtown Cincinnati,
where they were rounded up by
the nuns, assisted by the Xavier
student body, and taken back to
Edgecliff and the Delhi Hills,
where they can been seen today
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Fellow Students! Arise.- Throw off your shackles. The
proletariat of the student is at hand. No longer will you
writhe under the oppression of your tyrannical masters. Be
it known too one and all that the students government of Xavier University has decreed a new order of things.
Our glorious leader has pro.:.
claimed that all classes henceforth will begin at eleven o'clock.
Each man will be shown to his
seat in each classroom by liveried senant. All teachers must address students as "sir." Fully
automatic electric eye doors are
to be installed in each classroom.
Lounge chairs are to be provided for all. Homework is a
thing of the past. Arise! You
have nothing to loose but your
sanity.

• • •

Getting back to the present for
a moment, the tipping situation
in the parking lot is &Huming the

proportions of a full fledged scandal. Reports have reached your
correspondent that the cars of
those who fail to tip the attendents are being deliber~tely
mashed and mangled. This is a
bad thing. Any student who notices such goings on is requested
to contact Satch Webster immediately.

• • •

This week we would like to
list a few items which have been
placed either for sale or exchange
by Xavier students, faculty and
friends. The ftrst object i1 a ticket to the 1947 Rose Bowl 1ame,

Here's a hot one. School au·
tboritles at O. C. are reportedly
stlll searching out the vandal who
set fire to the assistant dean's
toupee. "Dr. Cueball would have
have beeome very hot-headed
over the whole thing," remarked
his secretary, "but fortunately he
didn't happen to be wearing it
at the time."
Word comes from North-Southern Institute for the Mentally
Retarded that 100 p'~r cent of all
students who are not male are
female. (Being a's ·it is a venerable old institution 'of higher
learning, animals are not allowed.) However, Dr. Thigsprout
D. Dimwitt, professor of integral and differential basketweaving, and an old idiot from way
back, predicted that if ever a
third sex is discovered, there will
be a big boom in the tailoring
industry. "In fact," he said, "it's
iiable to blow up right in their
faces, and then anyone selling
burn ointment will make a fortune."
Xavier's plans to tum co-educational received quite a set back
recently when the authorities of
two Cincy women's colleges objected ·that their enrollments
would tiike such a drop they
would be forced to turn their
places into rest homes for tired·
people. Not that this would involve any changes, but considering as how volley ball would be
a required subject and coach Ed
Kluska refuses to give up the
practice field for two afternoons
a week to the girl's volley ball
squad, things are looking down.
(continued on page 9)

Xavier Men Invited To
'Bear Trap Hop' At OLC
Xavier students have been invited to the "Bear Trap Hop,"
a dance sponsored by all the·nonengaged girls at Our Lady of Cincinnati College, The dance will
be held on the night of Mar. 44
on the second floor of the Hamilton County Court House in the
Marriage License Bureau. Miss
I. M. Eager, president of the OLC
student council, has invited all
Xavierites, especially the men, to
attend.

•

·•

By Jim

Ryan

which may be obtained from Al
Stephan any day between midnight and 12: 00 p.m. Al specifies
that he is looking for fifty-one
feet of firehose in exchange. Howard Warger is willing to dispose
of his whole collection of Guy
Lombardo records. He is interested in obtaining a G-sharp police whistle in return. Anyone
who is interested in buying a
bridge in good condition together
with thirty thousand gallons of
water to put under it should contact the dean's office before Apr.
31. And, last but not least, Fr.
Miller has asked me to announce
· that his marvelous new candy
confection, the "Google Bar," will
soon be on sale at South Hall and
other leading bars. This epicure'•
delight is interchangable with
the brake linin11 on all Fords
built since 1934.

••
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PROF. LINK DROPS BOMB AT TRUCE TALKS
Steps Into Admiral's Shoes; Proposes Evacuation
Of Korea, Given Rights For 'Moscow Presents'

.\
.
•
,
.·. ·.· ....
..
·''•
::.
Truce Negotiator Joseph Link, Cand. Ph.D., takes a minute oft
from negotiating to chat with General Nam 11, chief of the Communlst delegation.
-Photo by Barn

•

•

Thirteen Courses
Added To Summer
Session Offerings
Thirteen new curses have been
added to Xavier's summer school
schedule, Dr. Charles F. Wheeller,
defector of the summer session,
announced last week. The following is a list of the new courses:
Ac 192- Bookeeping And Bookmaking
Ee 150- Selling A Bill Of Goods
Ed 214-- The Philosophy Of Kindergarten Administration
En Oa (Ex Oa)- Oral Penmanship
En Ob (Ex Ob)- Adv. Oral Pen- manship
Note: This course will be a required subject for all Incoming
students.
En 202- The Poetry of James
Metcalfe: A seminar
Lt 10~ (Gk 100)- Pony reading
Ms 105- The Army System Of
Red Tape
Mt 175q- Plane And Fancy Ge~
Plometry
5•
3
111ogic
Pl 287- The Philosophy Of John
L. Lewis
Po 129- Ballot Box Stuffing
Ps 116- The Psychology Of The
Tibetan Yak
Note: By permission only.

By Tomb Lippert
After months of negotiating with the Communists in Ko;rea, a UN proposal believed to be acceptable to the Chinese
Communists was offered yesterday by Joseph Link, Jr., State Students Revolt
Department aide. . Link, it will be remembered, stepped
into
(C ont•mue d f rom P age l)
.
the shoes of . Admiral Joy, who had momentarily removed 1age managed t o mak e th e1r
. geta-

them to rest his feet.
Link prefaced his proposal with fiwiltl ~retparel thtemselvft~shftor Tthhee
rs m erp ane ary ig .
the words "I hate wah" and ex- Reds who indicated they were
plained that there is no reason to no l~nger interested in Formosa,
.
.
.
.
.
beheve that the Communists are Manchuria, or Chma, are bemg
just as nice people as everybody given the states of New Hampelse. At this point the barefoot shire and Minn~sota, Fort Sco~tAdmiral Joy ran up and. do~ sy, _the East Wmg ~f the Whi!e
the conference table spouting m- House, and the third floor of
coherent cries. He was liquidated Hinkle Hall.
by a Moscow correspondent.
In addition Link has been givLink then proposed the condi- en exclusive television rights to
tions for his treaty: everyone is the Russian Broadcasting Corpto be evacuated fr om Korea oration where he is reportedy bewhich will serve as a "no man's ginning a new show series, "Mosland;" the people thus evacuated cow Presents."

Fr. Shiels Gives Scintillating Lecture
On '1,he Best Books Ever Written'
,,

"One of the greatest books place.
ever written," was the en- 5) The Peloppenessan War, by
dorsement given to an eager- Thucidides;;-"not bad for a grizl
•t d h' t ·cal work by zly Greek.
y-awawi e E is r01 Sh' 1 S J
This talk by Fr. Shils marked

R ev..
•
ugene
•. ,
. ie s,
chairman of the Xavier department of geopolitics, in his keynote address deli~ered ~ece~tly
before the American H1stor1cal
Association at their New York
national convention from Jan. 3
to Ma ~. 31: The work, "P~pe ~e
Moko, written by Fr. Shiels .m
January of 19.51,, re~eived its
first and last printmg m January
of 1~51: "The resp?nse has been
grahfym~," Fr. ~hilds told ~e
~ews .this ~eek m an ex~lus1ve
interview via New York wire.
Fr. Shilds spoke to the Association on the topic, "The Five Best
History Books Ever Written, and
I Mean Just That." The list of
th e a 11-time great historical
works as proposed by Fr. Shiels
with a condensation of his comments follows in order of choice:
1) European Historu, by Shiels
-"right to the point."
2) Gonzalo de Tapia, by Shiels
- "he s h aped Eth'iopi an c1v1'lization."
3) Pepe le Moko, by Shiels"he almost did it. It should be in
every man's library."
4) Hiatoru of Eu,.opean Ctvili·
tion, by Toynbee-"he not only
lets the chips fall where they
may, he kicks them all over the

1

.
the 784th time
he has spoken
to the convention.

New Laws Gi·ven
T D
S d
0
orm tu ents

Fr. Lester A. Lunge, s. J., destructor of student housing, announced at last night's proctor's
beating that any dorm student
found hanging from the ceiling
or walking in his sleep will be
shipped home on the first banana
boat or milk train respectively,
while the next student found
punching holes in the walls will
be drawn and quartered.
In addition Fr. Goodenuff director of dor~ delousing said that
all the inmates of Elet' Hall will
henceforth be provided with a
ball and chain so that he may
comply with the regulations· of
Richard the Lion-Hearted concerning dungeons.

World /Famous Xavier Grad
S I
pea iS At St11dent Convocation
in town for personal appearances
in connection with the world premiere here of the collosal MGM
flop, "Where, Pray Tell, Have
You Been." He spoke to a compulsory convocation and peprally called last Friday in prep-_
aration for the XU-UC Polo tiff
which came off last Saturday.
Baylor, wearing the latest
bloodsucker suit which featured
the ultra-ultra in built-in shoulder pads, had this to say to the
student body: "You all look so
happy, really. I'm glad to be
back. Gee, this is a nice place. I
sure like it. Cincinnati's a good
town too."
After the fifteen minute standing ovation for the screen lover
Robert Baylor
had subsided, Rev. J. Bushyman,
Xavier University received a head of the local secret police,
singular honor this week with warned that a crackdown would
the return to campus of Robert be forthcoming if the students
Baylor, star of motion pictures, didn't quit parking automobiles
stage screen radio FM TV on the steps of Science and Hinkle
'
' Baylor
'
ABC,' BBC and
CBC.
a' Halls. ''People want to use those
member of the class of 1847, is steps," he said.
--------------------------

Learned XU Professors Publish Books
COVer1ng
• Three 0 U t St and•Ing SU b•JeCt 8

Three members of the Xavier faculty have distinguished
themselves lately by the publishing of three new books in
three different fields of learning. They are Rev.W. Eugene
Shiels, S. J., chairman of the department of hysteria; Rev. J.
Vladimir McKlumsey, S. J., chairman of the department of

way by swinging in the best toastmastership; and Mr. Glen A.
monkey fashion through the trees LaGrange, destrucor of philosophy.
along Herald Avenue.
·
Fr. Shiel's book is entitled The
M~llt North Hllall howedvefr, Fr. Inhumanity of the Spanish Eni er was we prepare or ro.
.
.
d t , tt k H . g h tll con- comienda System and is a stmge~ ~~w·~~ thea~~~P 0 ;sD/ Gar- ing blast at the Spaniards' colon~~i=-an iill-smelling gas ;imilar ial policy in the Americas. Esto that eminating from rotten pecially singled out fo.r rebuke
gg nd de aying h rseflesh he is one Gonzalo de Tapia, whom
eu :e:sfully cwithstoo~ the ~ad- Fr. Shiels describes as "the arch~e~ed mob until Veto De Carload villain of Spanish brutality."
and the Chicago Club arrived on
the scene. The gas didn't affect
the Chicagoans who, being very
familiar with such odors in the
hometown, waded through the
stuff as though it were Chanel
No. 5.
Fr. Miller, however, died as he
"The earth revolves around the
had lived-with a test tube in sun," Rev. Victor c. Schtecheach hand. The evolutionaries schulze, S. J., professor of geonext proceeded to the library and neophysics at Xavier, anwhere Mr. Worst had armed him- nounced to the assembled memself with a supply of TPVs. The ber~ of the Math-Physics and
leaders of the resurrection rea- Philosophy Departments at a
lizing their forces
o u l,d be seminar held last week. The an· t'mg over
snowed under by the mass of nouncement , cu1mma
TPVs called a truce. In exchange fifty years of painstaking research
for the Rev. Maurice Q. Plink, by Fr. Schtechschulze, came as
s. J., a captured pensioner, Mr. a complete surprise. It was forWorst handed over the TPVs merly thought that the earth rewhich were promptly burned. Fr'. volved around the moon until Fr.
O'Connor was out of town so he Schtechschulze proved otherwise
was hanged in ecstasy.
'
through Quadrupl~ Quadratics
Having finished their destruc- and Perverted Functions.
tion of the East campus, the mob
Dr. Hobart T. Schwartze, proattacked the military department fessor of messy physics at Xavand the advanced corpse who ier, also spoke. His topic was
were mowed down like wooden "Does Existence Exist or is it
ducks because the cadet kernal the Other Way Around?"
forgot to tell them to break ranks.
The rodents didn't bother to
attack the athletic offices or the
For
cafeteria. Instead, the captured
prisioners (mostly faculty men)
GOOD TASTE
were forced to eat in the diptheria
where they all got ptomaine poiGOOD HEALTH
soning.
By nightfall the evolution ~as
?ver excep~ for the celebration
10 the stadium where Jack GalJagher an~ Ann E r k Y were
crowned king and queen· of Xavier

A Thousand Everyday Uses· for
the Stilson Wrench is the subject
of Fr. McKlumsey's work. It is
the result of several years of
1
h
h
·
persona researc on t e topic.
.Mr. LaGrange's effort, Why the
Giraffe _Go~ ~ts L?na. Neck and
~ther Kid~ies Stones, i~ a cha~
mg collection of the fairy stories
he has. been telling his students
at Xavier for the past five years.
The Dru1 Store OIOlesl ..
Xavier Unlvenltf

Arduous Research
Gets Results; Prof
Astounds Mankind

w
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Feldhaus Writes New P l a y - · - - - - - - - - - Mr. Louis Feldhaus, deficient
ALL YOUR LAUNDRY
professor of English, has written
a sequel to his play "Streetcar
at
In The Attic." The new play,
which will be Produced on
THE SH I RT LAUNDRY
Broadway in May, is entitled
1818 Montsomer1 Road
"Car Barn."
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,

NEW

.

and MILK
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FRANKLY SPEAKING
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MARY MATTHEWS REPLACES AL STEPHAN AS ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Big Name Schedule For XU Gridders
To Inflate Musketeer Ego For '52

•Stephan's &heme. Exposed!!
• Kloska Announces Pay Rates!
• Luken Heads Sports Recruiting
By f'ranlc Sommerluunp

In a cigarette, taste
makes the differenceand Luckies taste better!
The difference between "just smoking" and
really enjoying your smoke is the taste of a
cigarette. You can taste the difference in the
smoother, mellower, more enjoyable taste of a
Lucky ... for two important reasons. First,
L.S./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike means fine tobacco
..• fine, mild tobacco that tastes better. Second,
Luckies are made to taste better .•. proved best.
made of all five principal brands. So reach for a
Lucky. Enjoy the cigarette that tastes better!
Be Happy-Go Lucky! Buy a carton today!

L.S./M.~T.-1.ucky Strike

Means Fine Tobacco
A.top Cincinnati9•

Historic Mruic HaU

Too Important To ForgetThe tremendous value of milk as a natural
~nergy

restoring food makes it an essential

in every student's diet.

Where The Nat!on's Top Bands Play Each Saturday Evening
CINCY'S LARGEST AND FINEST DANCE FLOOR

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
2519 Vine Street

AV. 3116

Saturday Eve
March 29

EDDY KADEL

And His
Orchestra

!\lost Reasonable Food and Drink Prices In Greater Cincinnati

RES ERV AT I 0 N S --- C H 3 0 8 6

OA.l.Co.

:PRODUCT

01'~~.J'~

AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CJGARETTES
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'Not Guilty Of RFC Scandal,' Howdy Hart Takes 'Harkins Horse Farm' Opened
SayS Def end ant On Logan HaII Over
.A.thenaeum;
To Feature
Poetry By Xavier Classics Teacher
Howdy Hart Xavier splenior "Harkins' House Farm" is the jngton and Dr. Wirth (avid
and expert on' subnormal Sch- la·test project of Xavier's enter- horsemen themselves) echo my
olastic philosoptly music for prising young professor of Clas· enthusiasm to their students," Dr.
demented dogs, p~sterior analy- sical 1;-anguages and Tho~istic ac- H~rkins r;ioted. "Even Fr. Hethtical research, bubble gum and counting, Dr. Paul Harkins. The ermgton is not too old to take a
tiddely-winks, has been appoint- latest Harkins experiment, lo• ride once in a while.'
ed editor of the Athenaeum, Mr. cated at Thistle and Kissel roads,
Besides his Riding classes - at
John J. Hooligan, faculty advisor, opened to the public last Wed"" school, Dr. Harkins plans to condenounced this week.
nesday with a riding exhibition tinue instruction through th e
Howdy replaces James Hay- b Y Fr. Hetherington, Xavier's summe~ months once per week.
seed Glenn, who was relieved of C 1 a s s i c s department Chairman "The idea here," he says, "is to
.his duties after insisting upon and the Horse Farm's Exe):'cise prevent Xavier's Classicists from
including one story of literary Boy. Dr. Harkins has extended to getting rusty dutjng the vacation.
merit in the magazine. when all Classical Language students a Come fall, Ws so difficult to get
Dowdy wa~ asked for a state- cordial invitation to learn to ride, back in the saddle and much time
ment about his appointment as "because," as he says, "they will is lost in class reviewing past
editor of the Lafenaeum he said find that facility with a horse matter."
"the next issue of the Bathenae~ will be invaluable to them in
·um shall reach new heights of their Classical studies."
nauseation, or my name isn't Reminiscing for a moment
CCOUllltllg
Howdy Wart."
while he saddled up one of his
As the first step in attaining steeds, Dr. Harkins recalled how
0
this policy Rowdy engaged the he took up riding while in the
Messrs. Iza · Miser · and Igot
nationally known fullback, Joe Graduate School of C 1assica1 Plenty O'Nothin will address the
Imbecilli, to write an article on Studies at the University of Mich- Economical and Akkounting sas'Aesthetic Pleasure and Foot- igan. "I began with the small sieties the day after yesterday,
ball.'
ponies," he said, "and before I Apr. 31, in the bandroom. Their
Also to be included are four of knew it I was riding the bigger talks respectively will be on
Howdy Tart's m o re infamous steeds. I came to rely on my riding "What It Takes To Be A Busipoems: "An Ode To An Ulcer," more and more, expecially around nessman" or "How To Achieve
"Me And My Fleas," "Burp Went examination time. It really took Senility," and "The Art of EvadThe Strings Of My Heart" and a load off my mind."
ing Income Tax" or "How To .Be
"Just Plain Trash."
According to Dr. Harkins, the A Psychopathic Liar."
sooner one begins to ride in his All students, especially those
. .. .
~MWii~f~l\~i~~~~l*f~~
Classical studies, the more pro- on probation and members of the
Shown above is a model of the proposed Logan Hall, Xavier's
nounced will be the confidence he Honors Curse, are cordially inpride and joy.
-Photo by Burning
develops in himself. "Fr. Hether- vite.d to attend.
A shocked hush fell upon the
By Bill Blockage
All the Xavier family this week had their eyes turned audience as the Rev. Paul J.
Sweeney, S. J., began his speech
toward Washington, D. C., and the hearings of the Senate last
week before the Ladies Aid
Fullbright Committee investigating the RFC, where Rev. Society for Neglected Shakespear·
Frederick N. Miller, S. J., is defending Xavier behind closed ean Scholars, for Fr. Sweeney
doors against charges of peddling influence to float a federal ripped to shreads the so-called
'myths' of Shakespearean letters.
loan for Logan Hall. Fr. Miller,
Commencing his speech with
at Xavier temporarily to com- eral questions were raised when
plete his undergraduate require- Xavier unexpectedly be c a me the statement that "Shakeyspear
ments in chemistry, has current- chief stockholder of the Proctor was nothing more than a polyg.
ly been assisting the Xavier Com- and Gamble Company and the amous stagehand at the Globe
mittee for a Bigger and Better New York Central Railroad. Fr. Theater," he added that "Steak·
Logan Hall.
Steiner's explanation was that rear's plays were really written
The blow struck Xavier last enrollment had increased rather by Voltaire, Oliver Cromwell and
Queen Elizabeth."
week when William X. O'Boyle, substantially.
Fr. Spleeney, after the above
Fr. Steiner, now mayor of Deformer chairman of the Demostatement
had shocked 37 ladies
cratic National Committee, tesU- troit, could not be reached for
fled before a joint session of Con- comment since he was in North- into a state of total insensibility,
gress assembled in the cocktail ern Canada prospecting for Uran- (a not unusual occurrence), made
the following interesting remarks
room of the Capitol Hotel, that ium.
about some of Shortspear's plays.
Rev. Celestin J. Steiner, S.J.,
Macbeth, he said is nothing more
president of Xavier from 1948
than an impassioned plea for at·
to 1949, had promised to deliver
omism and was the '.'first authen·
to th~ Democrats five million
tic work on relativity .•• far out·
votes m return for an RFC loan
'
dating the plagiaristic monstros·
o.f 10 billion dollars for construeity of Dr. Albert Beerstein." He
tion of the proposed Logan Hall.
The new structure was intended Logan Hall plans have been referred to Hamlet as merely "the
to house Xavier's fast-expanding postponed for five years until the ... ravings of a blabbering idiot."
"Romeo and Juliet," according
geography department.
"Xavier Wades into the Future"
The Democratic candidate, as program is carried through. The to Fr. Sheeney "would have been
a matter of fact, did carry Ohio first building on the list will be a first rate . . . story for True
Confessions, while Henry V was
in 1948 by five million votes. This the new Natatoriwn.
fact was regarded with suspicion When Rev. Fredrick N. Miller, the source for Hitler's Mein
in the period immediately follow- S. J., imminent classics scholar, Kampf, and All's Well That Ends
in the election since· in Ohio was asked the reason for the sud- Well was nothing but the politi·
cal philosophy of Queen Lizzie
there are only five million citi- den change, he merely peeked
in blank verse.'
zens eligible to vote. Likewise sev- around a box of Duz lying on his
- - - - - - - - - - - - - desk, stopped his titration and Chems Open New Shop
mumbled, "Mens sana in corpore
The department of chemistery
sano.'' Some observers hint that
has opened a candy shop in North
the Natatorium is being built so Hall, Rev. Frederick N. Miller,
that the graduate chemistry de€olor for l"oun11
chairman, announced last week.
In keeping with the classic partment can test whether Ivory The shop will specialize in googey
Solt Spun Cotton
tradition, Rev. W. Perbrayre He- soap really does float. ·
bars, Fr. Miller stated.
therington, S. J., Honors Curse
director, has a~ounce~ that ~~e NFCCS Elections Slated
Honors A.B. seniors will particl•
pate in appropriate graduation . The NFCCS-Nebulous Federacel'emonies
tion of Confused College StuOn Jun~ 3 F H th · t
dents-will hold their annual elecwill preside dver r the ~a::~~~:i,~ tions tomo;row in ~h~ basement
ian rites which will be held at the of the Sc1e~ce B~ildmg. Gerry
home of Jim Wimberg, while on Bourne, regional director of the
graduation night itself the Hon- NFCCS, announced that every
ors graduates-clothed in Roman ~tude~t who attends the. meettogas-will receive laurel wreaths mg will be elected. an oss1fer.
Tht Men's College Shop on Mabley's second
instead of diplomas.
floor
goes all out for color in vat-dyed socks
Plans have also been made to IMT Initiation Tonight
for men, women
that will keep their brightness through a long
enact the Death of Socrates in
The Xavier honorary fraternaa.d chlldma.
life of repeoted washing. Choose pastels for
the original Freek during the ity, Ima Moron Tu, will hold their
gladuation ceremonies. Fr. Fea- insipid initiation ceremonies atop
the chop who likes his socks light and bright •••
therington will be cast as the the ledge on the forty-third floor
deep tones if he prefers dork shades. ElosticGreasian, ·~ocrates, and in· the of the Carew Tower tonight, Jim
top short style in sizes IOV2 to 13.
corse of his role he will drink Glenn, president, announced. All
a cup of hemlock, which shoUld local TV stations will broadcast
C.Uele Ill•• • lee••• •IHr
prove to be very interestin1.
this human interest spectacle.

XA
• Club
T Hear SpeeCh es

'Myths' Exploded
By Fr. Sweeney

Logan Hall Plans
fl alted. Natatorium
To Take Its Place

HAB8 T 0 GradUate
•
• T rad•1t1on
I n Class1c

Ment

Raincoats
Umbrellas
Rubben
Galoshes

1

Argyle Socks
I·•
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-·XU Dorm Students In Protest News Staff Host To Local Journalists: ·
Of Cafeteria Frog Leg Policy Pundits From UC, OLC, Mount On H~d
S

.

ome Jo~s Remain
F or Xavier Grads
•
W Id
I n BUSineSS Or

A diseoneerted student eyes bis prey and prepares to down a
favorite cafeteria delicacy.
··

By Saul D. Pee11ey,
Seventy five dorm students
waded past the snow drifts eminating from the Student Council
chamber this week to complain
about the cafeteria's food. Most
stretcher cases remained away.
Loretta Leisgang was the chief
target. For her cafteria work it
will be remembered, Miss Leisgang was awarded the E. I. DuPont prize last year for "contributing to better living through
chemistry."
"But it was not only the fact
that no fresh food was ever served," one dormer said, "but what
. really got us was her light-hearted way of introducing a 'new
game' called 'guess the goo.' "

At once Paul Cain automatically i·aised his hand to propose a
motion. When he was acknowledged, he paused a moment to
think up some good motion for
the occas.sion. The meeting was
delayed five minutes while he
thumbed through "Robert's Rules
of Order" looking for some motion. Before he found it, Bill
Charles voted it down.
Miss Leisgang later denied the
charge that she had puchased
frog legs from the biology department. Dr. Daff-Fury, biology
spokesman, found that the answer to this charge wasn't listed
in his syllabus and so refused to
comment.

Special Investigation ~eld. At .Xavier
In Response_ To Accountants' Pleas
By Satch W ebater
A not-so-surprising visitor to also would like the usurper to
Xavier's campus last week was work for him, commenting, "With
Newbold Morris, special govern- Mann at the wheel, none of my
ment investigator. His appear- tanker deals would sink."
ance was urged by pressure from
Our only comment was Watt
the Accounting Society (Steam- A. Mann.
blowers, Local 123) to investigate
Rev. Watt A. Mann, S. J;, Xavier's Shylock.
10
The Accountants wired to
Washingdone for the investigator
R
when they became riled over The thrill that comes once in
Mann's refusal ·to speak before a lifetime came to Paul Palmithe monthly clandestine meeting sano, Xavier biology senior, last
of the society oo "The Art of week. F o r Paul discovered a
Juggling Books Without Being an heretofore - unknown species of
M.D." Ready to speak, he walked termites crawling about under
off the podiu~ reflecting that, "It his hat while working in the lab.
took me five bar~ years at AtThe bugs, which bear a marked
lanta to learn this method. Let similarity to the type of louse
them go to the r?,cks _and find which infests all biology labs, was
?ut fo! t~emselves. ~is needed termed 'termitus brainibus' af~nvest1gation, the credit and deb- ter the object on which it was
it boys thought.
found and because it is the same
J.Jpon receiving the wire, Mor- size and shape as a bilgeologist's
ris left the nuisance's capitol im- brain.
mediately in his new MIG-15,
For his momentous discovery
piloted by Captain Ku~ Carlson. Balmysano was awarded memCarlson's comment after alight- bership for life in INSECTS the
ing from the aircraft in front of Inter-National Society for' the
Hinkle Hall was "Fr. Busahmann, Encouragement and Cultivation
please don't tag me for illegal of Termite-minded Scientists.
parking; you have an enterpris- After the bugs were discovered,
ing list as it is."
Palmisano and the lab were exMorris took up his duties of terminated by Fr. Peters.
purging Mann at· once. He finally cracked after fifty-four hours
of continuous rubber hose treat"
ment under the kleig lights. Without blinking an eye but with a
"
sly smile on his face, he. confes- At _the last monthly meeting
sed to_ the caching of money in of the Family Relatives Club, Mr.
the piles holding up the Armory. Sad (I wish I were single) Sakk
The investigation was T-V'ed as spoke on the subject, "The Strik·
a public· service by the AMA.
ing Similarity Between In-laws
Because of the scandal to the and Outlaws."
University, Mann was released Mr. C. Glynn Kaiser~Fraser alfrom his position as Xavier's so addressed the pub. His topic
chief-money.-bags. But he has no was "The Bliss and Joy Which
worries. He has another ofter to Can Only Be Found in the Gla-·
be the star of a new video serial, mor of Romance," which wu a
"The Great Stone-face." Morris 1ickenin1 subject.

B.
U

l . U
ogist nCOVers
d•lSCOVered Bug

Orators Rece:ved
Into Fam:ly ci·rcle

Mr. Frank L. Luken, head of
the Xavier Placement Office has
announced that his office' has
positions with fine opportunities
open for members of this year's
graduating class. Mr. Luken told
The News that the recipient of
one of the jobs open will have
2000 people under him. It was
later discoveded that this post
was that of sweeping the corridors of the 48th floor of the Carew Tower.
Mr. Fluken also stated that
there are quite a few excellent
jobs open in the government service. These jobs include free
food, board and clothfog along
with a lot of broadening travel
and exceuent opportunities for
advancement. There. will be no
c~mpus interviews for these jobs
since students will be notified of
their appointements by mail.

B 00k Store Plan
'To .Benefi"t. All'
• t reSS
Says P r 0 Prle

Mrs. Clementine Hermione
Dracula, enterprising proprietress
of the Xavier University Book
Store, announced this week a new
plan which she hopes to begin
SOOll for the benefit of all concerned with the bookstore,' those
concerned being the school, the
students, and Mrs. Dracula. The
new project is "The Best Book on
the Subject Club."
"The new pian was simmering
in my mind for many months and
now it's about ready to boil," said
Mrs. Drachma, choosing a favorite metaphor of hers.
Plans for "the Best Book on the
Subject Club" call for a student's
purchasing a list of best books on
the subject at intervals determined by his financial standing.
When asked to elucidate the norm
by which she would judge student
financial standing, Mrs. Drachma
replied with a gleam in her eye,
"Aren't we curious today?"
The books, whicJl usually sell
at $2.50 per volume, will be offered to Xavier students alone for
the bargaining price of $5.00 per
volume. "This, of course, assures success for the plan," said
Mrs. Dracula, "since it follows
the usual Book Store· procedure of
doul>Iing the selling price."
The books to be offered as "the
Best Books on the Subject" will
be chosen by the members of the
·xavier faculty, who are the best
men on the subjects.

Tea Party Held In Sumptuous Offices Featuring
'(alks By Editors, Business Head, Entertainment
By Jim Bristling
Members of the XV News staff
were hosts to the student journalists from three local coll~giate
newspapers at a tea party m the
News' luxurious suite of offices
on. th_e third floor of the Union
Bu1ldmg last Toozday, June 33.
Writers for The University of
Cincinnati News Record, The
Ed~ecliff of Our Lady of Cinci~nab College and Mt. St. Joseph s
Seton. Journal listened in rapt
attention as Co-Editor Howard
Rafter opened the affair with
a short three hour talk on "How
to high-pressure people into divulging information." His colleague, Co-Editor Cimp O'Jonnell, then bored the group with
"The importance of not letting
the faculy moderator know about
juicy stories."
Sports Erroritor Some Frankerkamp ,~hen ex?19:ined to the
guests Why I m~ist on. at least
a dozen go~d chches m every
football (grid)
and
. basketball
B
( cage ) s tory.,, . B usmees
ung1er
Ronny Left Us
n 1 ded th
.
co.cu
e
speakmg program w1t.h some remarks on "How to Milk the NaC
f
ll
. 1 Ad t' ·
t 10na
ver 2smg
o. or a
they're worth."
In "the social session which
followed News Foreign Analyst

R J Of p k•
u es
ar 1ng,
Re t reat 8 Changed

Rev. I. M. Bushman last week
made the following changes in
catalogue regulations: f a c u 1 t y
members may not park on campus unless they are prepared to
pay a fine of fifty dollars or a
month's s a 1 a r y, whichever is
lower.
Fr. Bush Man also announced
that next year students who can
afford to pay a fine of. $2.00 for
each retreat exercise, which totals $24.00, in advance, need not
make the annual retreat. He announced that "students who have
that much money certainly have
no need for religion . "

and Political Expert Jim Ryan
led a conga line through the Union Building after which Stan
Goodman and Jack Molloy of the
UC News Record did their impers?~ation of Martin and Lewis.
Patricia Palask of the Mount's
Seton Journal then played "Fantasie Impromptu" on· the bass
horn she. had brought along for
the occasion. Other entertainment
provided by the happy journalists included a cider-drinking
contest between Mary Boyle and
Jo Ann Doppus of the Edgecliff
and a tumbling and arcrobatic
routine by Jere Ruether and Boob
Fitzpartrick of The News.
-·- - - - - -

pz "l

Ad
OPS , VOCllte
"
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Xavier's Philopedian. Debaters
surprised one and all last Thursday Mar 20 when both affirma. ' and negative
' ' . teams advocated
hve
. htl ·
l
· · 1 ·
1
~ ig Y ir~egu ar princip e~ in an
inter-club debate. The topic was:
"Resolved: That the Nineteenth
,,
Amendment be repealed,
·
Affirmative talkers Bull Listerman an_d Tom McCoy began by
?dvocatmg that the present Amer2can monarchy be replaced by
what McCoy termed "a more progressive form of control-anarchy." Negative speakers Jack
Watson and Al Fritsch countered
by saying that "This country will
never get anywhere until the
whole world adopts the barter
system." Watson was particularily vehement in demanding the
repeal of the CCC law of supply
and demand. Whereu~o~ Liste~
man retorted by · claiming this
would i;iever work unless the law
of gravity were also repealed.
Rev. Carl Bulage, S. J., faculty
moderator, was taken back at
first by the affair but later stated:
"I'm all for it. Shows my boys
are doing s om e independent
thinking and besides, truth is re•
lative, isn't it?"

J. Paul Sheedy* Switched lo Wildrool Cream-Oil
Because He Flunked The Finger-Naii Test

News T-akes Over
Defunct PR Office
Effective at once the Xavier
University News office has been
moved from the third floor of the
Union Building. New quarters are
the abandoned public relations
department in the basement of
Albers Hall • ·
Members of the News staff
complained of flle inhuman
screams emitting from the nearby.
office of Dr. Walter J. Clarke,
Xavier's renowned student psychiatrist. Almost as bad were the
incoherent ravings of overworked
Athenaeum editors.
The public relations office went
out of business after the Very
Rev. James F. Maguire discovered they spent more money promoting the laat phase of the Fund ·
and Good Will Campal1n than
they collected..

yeur hat 'n goat and scr-r-ram!" Sheedy's girl s~id. "I
won't give you a date, but your hair sure gives me a billy-laugh!'•
But-but-but·" he buued. Said she,"Haven't you herd ofWildroot
Cream·Oil? For well-groomed hair it can't be bleat! Non·
alcoholic. Contains Lanolin. Helps you pass the Finger-Nail
Test. Relieves dl}'ness. Removes loose dandrulf." So Sheedy got
Wildroot Cream-Oil and now every gal wants to hom in on his
time! Better milk 29' out of your roommate and hoof it to the
nearest drug or toilet goods counter. Buy Wildroot Cream.Oil,
America's. favorite hair tonic• .And ask for it on your hair next
time you goat to your favorite barber shop. Then no other goat
will get your nanny!

"T•k•

*

o/13 I So. Ham's Hill Rt/., Williamsville, N. Y.
Wildrooc Compaay, Jac:., Buffalo 11, N. Y.
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Honors AB Course
Decried By Prof;
Called Deadbeats

SAGES GET SH 0 VE LS Renowned Conductor Accepted
To Replace Dr. B.T. Maringer

Dr. Frederick Wirthmore,
ass't confessor of classical languages and graduate of MIT,
the Mental Institution for
Texans, was extremely vitriolic yesterday w)len a News reporter asked him his opinion of
the Honors AB which he is teaching for the first time this semester.
"They are the greatest bUnch
of goldbricks and deadbeats I've
ever had,'' the good doctor replied. "They can find more (CENSORED) ways of cutting corners
than any class I've ever taught."
At this point Dr. Ooom P. Harkins, who graduated from CCNY,
the Cow College for Numb Youngsters, and who has been teaching
the HAB kids for three years,
chimed in: "They ought to have
saddle sores from riding their
ponies so much. Th e y never
mount up at a slow trot, but always at a full gallop."

Shining, brand new shovels were presented to the members of
the Xavier Philosophy Club at the group's last meeting by Rev.
Jerome G. Lemmer, S. J., chairman of the department of philosophy.
Repair Crew Needed The philosophers then listened to a talk by Rev. James V. Kumpeshie,
S.J., professor of bullology, entitled "How to shovel your way to sueWANTED: Construction work- cess in philosophy tests." Dr. Robert· L. Cunningham, faculty moers. Kem Aylwards, 601 Main derator of the club, followed with an explanation of "How phllosoSt., Covington, Ky.
phers should be able to talk without being understood."

Dimitri Mitropolos, former conductor of the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, ·is th e new
choice for Musketeer Band Director, The News learned this
week just after it had gone to
press. Mr. Mitropolos, who has
led all the major orchestras of
the world, replaces Dr. Bruno T.
Maringer, who has taken a position as conductor of the worldrenowned Yukon Philharmonic
Orchestra of Igloo, Alaska.
Mr. Mitropolos was the choice
of the Fine Arts screening board
after six week of closed-door deliberation. Mr. Edward Kluska,
head football coach and Oboe instructor at Xavier, said that "it
w a s finally decided that Mr.
Mitropolos was the only living
conductor (besides Dr. Maringer)
with the overall musicianship
and sense of subtle nuances so
necessary for a Musketeer Band
Dfrector."
Mr. Mitropolos was conducting
a concert of Missouri folk music
on the White House lawn when
the news was brought to him.
Upon deliberation with the Concertmaster he issued the following
statement to News Foreign Correspondent Bernie Martin: "With

this honor I have reached the
apogee of musical exellence and
prominence. I send greetings and
gratitud~ to the Xavier Fine Arts
screening board. They couldn't
have made a bett.er choice."
Dr. Maringer, travelling on
dogsled to his new assignment,
commented at Squegibursic, Lower Yukon, "Mush, curse you,
mush."

WCTU Pressure
Forces XU Dean
To Ban 'Drunkard'
D u e to unforeseen pressure
from the WCTU, the Women's
Chronic Teetotalers Union, and
the Anti-Sallon League, the Dean
has seen fit to ban the Masque
Society's forthcoming destruction
of "The Driinkard," which had
been scheduled for May 2, 3 and
4 at Winton Place Station.
Because a large number of the
alumni's wives are members of
these organizations no other recourse was open to Fr. O'Connor,
especially since these women were
coming to the play armed with
rotten vegetables, which would
have been thrown at the actors.

Oi'esTERFIELDS are much Mil.DER
and give you the ADDED PROTECT/Of' of
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